Autumn termly overview
English

Maths



Finding, exploring and listening to stories.





Interacting with a text by finding characters and
joining in with repetitive phrases.

1:1 correspondence , making and counting
groups of objects



Measuring through capacity. Water play, filling
and emptying containers. Sorting and comparing big and small containers.



Explore shapes through handling and grouping.
Use pliable material to change shapes by
scrunching squashing rolling and pressing .



Can copy movements, shapes and patterns.
Identifying shapes from a selection.



Exploring the sensory story



Use writing in different situations, making
meaningful marks. Tracing, overwriting and copying pre writing shapes. Name writing.



SALT will be part of our whole curriculum. Children will also have individual focus speech sessions working on individualised targets.

Topic– We are explorers, where are we going?


We will explore different ways of travelling through sensory trays: land, sea and sky.



We will immerse ourselves into different areas of the world through DEAL, roleplay and sensory experiences.
Exploring the jungle, desert and arctic.



We will look at similarities and difference in these areas of the world, from weather, animals, music and
foods.



We will use our pupil voice to show our preferences and perform simple comparisons.

Dates for your diary
3rd September– back to school
7th– School council circle times

Other subjects
Science– We will begin the year by exploring ’states of matter’
looking at different types of materials and the changing process

15th October– Flu Vaccinations

PSHE– Social and interaction will be our focus looking at interacting and sharing with our friends. We will also work on dressing and life skills.

21s October– Harvest Celebrations

Computing– Simple computing skills.

12th October– Fiction week

26th October- Half term (INSET 23rd Oct &
2nd Nov)

16th November– Parent
evening

PE– Exploring our bodies through movement, following instructions and exploring simple equipment
Monday– PE (Kits required– children to come into school in kits) & life
skills
Tuesday– Dance with Sadie
Wednesday– Forest school & minibus
Friday– Food therapy & computers

